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Abstract:
The goal of this paper is to list possible techniques available in the industry to validate the SDTM
metadata and to generate Define.xml. This paper concentrates how to use SAS Clinical Toolkit to achieve
above mentioned tasks.

Introduction:
With CDISC SDTM and ADAM being standards used industry wide, validating the standards make it
important for smooth eSubmission and timely approval of the studies by the FDA.
The different techniques used to validate the SDTM data are double programming (In this case both the
programmers follow the same specification document and use Proc Compare to check if both the
datasets have same metadata), In house macros, open CDISC, Proc CDISC and SAS Clinical Toolkit (we
will talk in detail on how to use toolkit to validate the SDTM data).
As per the FDA eSubmission preferred way of submitting the data is SDTM/ADAM standard and
define.xml. We will discuss how to create define.xml using SAS Clinical Toolkit also.

What is SAS Clinical toolkit?
Its utility tool developed by SAS to enable you to manage the registration of standards, and provides the
metadata and API infrastructure to interact with standards. Toolkit is capable of validating SDTM data
(Includes JANUS, WEBSDM and SAS checks) and also can create Define.xml.

Validation Using SAS Clinical Toolkit:
Toolkit compares the metadata, data values of source data (study data) with reference metadata
(Standards) to find compliance with SDTM standards. SAS clinical toolkit provides framework for
validation, creating define.xml and also to build customized process according the client’s needs.
From the below figure you see that the validation process uses Source (study) Data and Metadata ,
Process Controls ( Reference/Standard Metadata , properties and checks to be run) and Controlled
terminology to create process results ( results data set , metrics data set ). Once the result datasets are
created you can also create PDF report by running appropriate macros.
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Following figure shows bigger picture of process and framework on which SAS Clinical toolkit is built on.

Figure 1: From SAS Clinical Toolkit 1.3 User guide Pg 84

Here are the steps to validate study (Source) data:
1. Create source metadata
Create source meta by running create_sourcemetadata.SAS
Change _cstsrctype = SDTMLIBRARY instead of CRTDDS ( If SDTM data is used)
Update the macro : sdtmutil_createsrcmetafromSASlib.SAS to give right path for Supp and
custom domains in the source_table ( If made changes in this macro , make sure you compile
before running the create_sourcemetadata.SAS program )
Run create_sourcemetadata.SAS ( I/P : SAS Datasets )
2. Validation_control.SAS7bdat (Subset of master control dataset) should be updated depending upon
what checks have to be conducted.
3. Source SDTM as Input data
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4. Folders required :
“Control “ with validation_control.SAS7bdat
“Metadata” with Study_columns ,Source_study , Source_tables SAS datasets
“Program” with validation.properties
“Data” with SDTM datasets
“Results”
5. Macros Running :
cstutil_processsetup()
Sdtm_validate
6. Run Validate_data.SAS
7. Check the folder “Results” for two SAS datasets
Validation_metrics.SAS7bdat
Validation_metrics.SAS7bdat

8. Run Cst_report.SAS without closing the previous session as this program requires
SASreferences.SAS7bdat which was created by validate_data.SAS
9. Check pdf file in “Results” folder called cstreport.pdf . Following figure shows the part of the
cstreport.pdf.
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10.

Creating Define.xml using SAS Clinical Toolkit:
Toolkit creates Define.xml using 39 CRT-DDS (CDISC ODM) i.e. SAS representation of CRT-DDS
datasets and 176 columns, which are created using SDTM metadata. Toolkit is also capable of creating
metadata from define.xml, topic which is out of the scope of this paper.

Here are the steps to create Define.xml:
Toolkit provides driver programs to run following steps and macros. Driver programs also help to setup
the process to perform specific toolkit task.
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1. Follow this step if you have not already created source metadata
Create source meta by running create_sourcemetadata.SAS
Change _cstsrctype = SDTMLIBRARY
XPT datasets should be created from source data & be kept in right folder in accordance with
path specified
Update the macro : sdtmutil_createsrcmetafromSASlib.SAS to give right path for Supp and
custom domains in the source_table ( If made changes in this macro , make sure you compile
before running the create_sourcemetadata.SAS program )
Run create_sourcemetadata.SAS ( I/P : SAS Datasets )
Update Source_table by using program update_source_table.SAS , to add all the missing values
for SUPP and Study specific domains unmatched domains in master source_table dataset

2. Run create_crtdds10_from_sdtm311.SAS (creates crtdds datasets)
Input: source metadata from above steps
Output : crtdds datasets

3. Run create_crtdds_define.SAS (creates define.xml)
Make changes to crtdds SAS datasets: annotatedcrfs . mdvleaf , mdvleaftitles to incorporate
blankcrf.pdf in define.xml before running this program
Input : crtdds datasets ( created from above steps )

Conclusion:
The cumbersome process of validating SDTM data and creating Define.xml can be easy done by SAS
Clinical Toolkit by understanding the framework and driver programs which access the macros. The
flexibility of adding user defined validation checks, capability of creating and validating Define.xml makes
SAS Clinical Toolkit one of the good solutions available out in the market.
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